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No matter how large or complex your project may be, DBI Interim Solutions will assess your contingent
workforce needs and support your vision to ensure projects are completed on time and within budget.
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What is the benefit of DBI Interim Solution?
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As talent becomes scarce, technology advances, and margins thin,
organizations need real solutions that allow them to meet project
timelines while protecting critical profit margins. To address this growing
need we have launched DBI Interim Solutions. This is contract and
contract-to-hire talent that can scale to any project, provide a real-time
solution and conserve capital for your organization.

First we learn about your
career goals and background.
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Managed Staffing Solution

Realize real cost management and lower hiring
risk for your organization!
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DBI Interim Solutions provides your organization a
profession and qualified workforce while minimizing
the risk and overhead to your organization.
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With our sound process, from initial requisition to
consolidated invoicing, performance monitoring,
and constant communication, our Managed Staffing
Solution will provide greater visibility to your actual
spending (and savings) on staff.
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DBI Interim Solutions does the heavy lifting of
finding and payrolling the talent and providing full
benefits. Your organization gets the productivity of
world-class contract employees with none of the
risk and overhead. A true win-win!

How does it work?
If your organization has a strong team, or wants
to build a strong team, but still needs to reduce
overhead for other investments, DBI Interim
Solutions can manage your staff by employing
them as our own W2 employees. We can do this
for a project or work with you as a true, ongoing
managed-solutions provider. Your organization
drives the duration, skill set, talent, etc.
DBI Interim Solutions provides back-of-office
services and manages the risk.

First we learn about your
career goals and background.
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Contract staff is a smart alternative to hiring fulltime employees. DBI Interim Solutions works with
your organization to define the talent profile and
requirements. We then leverage our extensive
network to quickly find talent. These DBI Interim
Solutions’ employees then work within your
organization until the project is complete or they are
converted to full time within your organization.

DBI Interim Solutions provides your organization
productive of world-class contract employees
with none of the risk and overhead. Our goal is
to help your organization realize low operating
costs and reduce compliance liabilities.

